
SCAN FOR MANUAL

Parts

STAS grip-up
SPG10105 50 cm white
SPG10110 100 cm white
SPG10115 150 cm white
SPG10120 200 cm white

SPG30105 50 cm alu
SPG30110 100 cm alu
SPG30115 150 cm alu
SPG30120 200 cm alu

SPG20105 50 cm black
SPG20110 100 cm black
SPG20115 150 cm black
SPG20120 200 cm black

  dimensions 45,3 x 60 mm
  length 50, 100, 150, 200 cm
  aluminium
 white, alu textured or black
  papergrip mounting, wall mounting 
  on papergrip: 2 kg/m
   5 years warranty

The STAS grip-up is a product that can be mounted in two ways. You can click the STAS 
grip-up over the STAS papergrip or mount it directly on the wall. In combination with the 
STAS papergrip, the pleasantness of a wall shelf is combined with the handy clamping 
mechanism of the STAS papergrip. Place photo frames, books or other decorations on 
the shelf section and hang notes, drawings and posters from the bottom. This gives you 
plenty of room for decoration and important papers.

In addition to being used in combination with the STAS papergrip, this product can also 
be mounted directly on the wall using the STAS grip-up wall clips.

Tip from STAS: It is also possible to purchase a length of the STAS grip-up that is 
shorter than the length of your STAS papergrip, so that only a small part can be used as 
a wall shelf.

STAS grip-up (on papergrip)

extra handy

STAS grip-up for
papergrip end cap 
set (l/r) alu
SPG90019

STAS grip-up for
papergrip end cap 
set (l/r) black
SPG90018

STAS grip-up for 
papergrip end cap 
set (l/r) white 
SPG90017
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STAS grip-up
SPG10105 50 cm white
SPG10110 100 cm white
SPG10115 150 cm white
SPG10120 200 cm white

SPG30105 50 cm alu
SPG30110 100 cm alu
SPG30115 150 cm alu
SPG30120 200 cm alu

SPG20105 50 cm black
SPG20110 100 cm black
SPG20115 150 cm black
SPG20120 200 cm black

  dimensions 45,3 x 60 mm
  length 50, 100, 150, 200 cm
  aluminium
 white, alu textured or black textured
  wall mountable
  mounting on wall: 4 kg/m
   5 years warranty

In addition to being used in combination with the STAS papergrip, the STAS grip-up can 
also be mounted on the wall to create a wall shelf. The wall shelf allows for an easy 
presentation of decoration, frames or books. 

The STAS grip-up is mounted directly on the wall using the STAS wall clips.

STAS grip-up (on the wall)

extra handy

STAS grip-up
end cap 
set (l/r) alu
SPG90019

STAS grip-up 
end cap 
set (l/r) black
SPG90018

STAS grip-up 
end cap 
set (l/r) white 
SPG90017

STAS wall clip 
for wall mounting 
SPG90010
(4 clips per m1)



Important note regarding warranty and liability
Products of STAS must be installed and used only in strict accordance with the latest version of the STAS picture 
hanging systems installation guide, available for download at www.stasgroup.com. It is the responsibility of the 
installer to select the correct fasteners for the particular installation. Improper installation, misuse, misapplication 
or otherwise failing to completely follow seller’s instructions and warnings may cause product malfunction, property 
damage or personal injury.
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